
WILLS CASE STUDY 

As she pulled up at a red light, and with so much already on her plate that day, Sally thought it best to send John a message 
about her concern. Running late for work, and despite her car’s air-conditioning, Sally’s forehead was dappled with small beads 
of stress filled sweat, as her fingers worked feverously to transfer her worries via smart phone. The light for cars turning right 
turned green, and a loud aggressive horn for the slow moving car startled Sally from her text message, falsely coercing her to 
accelerate into the intersection. Poor Sally only realised her fatal mistake for a millisecond before her newly widowed husband’s 
Blackberry message tone beeped.  

Each issue we will look at a different problem faced by newly widowed John Standard. This ‘serial’ case study will highlight the 
very real dangers of relying on simple Wills, and the important advantages and protections provided by ongoing professional 
financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

The Circumstances

John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly benefited 
from proper estate planning advice and documentation. 

WILLS CASE STUDY 

Sally Standard had just finished dropping off her three children to school when a thought of         
shocking magnitude dawned upon her. She and her husband John have not updated their Wills 
since the birth of their first child Toby 12 years ago. “Is this bad? What would happen if her husband 
John passed away? Didn’t we buy a Will online for $19!? Are they good enough? What did they say? 
Where are those Wills? Has the law changed in that time?”

A serpent of anxiety weaved its way through Sally’s body. A perfectionist by nature, Sally tried her 
best to ignore the building angst, telling herself it was a simple oversight that could happen to      
anyone like her juggling being a mother, a wife and part-time physiotherapist. 
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Assets circumstances 

• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• John $105k super, Sally $60k super, nominating beneficiaries.
• John $300k life insurance cover via his super. Sally had none. 
• Sally inherited $50k of BHP shares from her aunt.
• John has a 20% share in a holiday shack, approx. value $60k. 

Personal circumstances

• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 
• Kids scheduled for private schools from year 7.
• All children are in perfect health 

Apart from the obvious emotional trauma from losing his wife, John Standard is also dealing with various 
personal and financial issues stemming from the lack of professional advice obtained prior to his wife’s 
death. As Sally had no life insurance cover, John is left without any additional financial support following 
her death. 

With the loss of Sally’s income, John and the three kids are suddenly down $60k per year in household income, forcing Toby’s 
much anticipated move to a private school next year to be postponed. Had John or Sally spoken with a financial planner or      
estate planning solicitor, they would have been made aware that their estate was significantly underfunded. Even if it had been 
John who passed away, his life insurance payout of $300k wouldn’t even have covered the remaining $350k owing on their 
mortgage, let alone have provided financial security for Sally to care for their three young children. 

Given their age, health and income prior to Sally’s death, it would have been entirely affordable to start a meaningful life policy 
for Sally and to increase John’s life cover significantly to ensure that their estate was properly funded in the event of a tragedy. 
In the part 2 of this case study we will look at the consequences of John inheriting assets via Sally’s simple Will. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Go to www.retirelaw.com.au
Or call RetireLaw and have an informal chat with one of our expert solicitors waiting to take your call. 
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Issue 1: Underfunded Estate 

“Who is going to care for the kids? And how is this parental support going to be funded?”



WILLS CASE STUDY 

Each issue we will look at a different problem faced by newly widowed John Standard. This ‘serial’ case study will highlight the 
very real dangers of relying on simple Wills, and the important advantages and protections provided by ongoing professional 
financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

The Circumstances

John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly benefited 
from proper estate planning advice and documentation. Read More: Does Complexity Matter?   /  Five Big Mistakes

WILLS CASE STUDY 

Since the sudden accidental death of his wife Sally (see part one), John Standard has found life 
difficult. Coping with his own emotional trauma while working full time and looking after three 
young children saddened by the loss of their mother, has pushed John to his limits. 

Feeling depressed, angry and alone, John turns to self-medicating to get through. It is late one 
night after a few too many beers that John meets Ginger…online. It is if Ginger really understands 
John’s pain, listening intently as he crys into his beer while blaming himself for Sally’s death. 

Dying To Get Her Message Across – Part 2 No Asset Protection
Previous Issues Available: Part 1: Underfunded Estate
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Assets circumstances 

• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• Sally inherited $50k of BHP shares from her aunt.
• John has a 20% share in a holiday shack, approx. value $60k. 
• John $105k super, Sally $60k super, nominating beneficiaries.

Personal circumstances

• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Click here to view this online presentation about Wills. 
Or call RetireLaw and have an informal chat with one of our expert solicitors waiting to take your call. 
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Issue 2: No Asset Protection 

Fast forward five years and John has sadly developed a strong penchant for pain killers and cheap 
blended scotch, having entered into a disastrous and expensive de facto relationship with the much 
younger and volatile Ginger. As John and Sally’s home was held “jointly”, on Sally’s death the home 
passed directly to John outside of Sally’s simple Will. The family home, now held in John’s name 
only, is essentially up for grabs if legal proceedings commence in the Family Court following his 
break-up with Ginger. 

Fast forward 10 years and John has finally moved on from losing half of his house to Ginger, and is no longer self-medicating. John 
has a new lease on life, and is starting his own business, having recently retired from the public service. However, should John’s 
run of bad luck continue and he suffers a business failure, or is unable to pay creditors, or relapses into booze and gambling, the 
remainder of his inherited property could be seized by the Bankruptcy Trustee in order to repay his debts.

These unfortunate scenarios might have been avoided. Prior to Sally’s death, the family home could have been converted 
from being held “jointly” to held as “tenants in common”, and John and Sally’s simple Wills could have been replaced by mod-
ern estate planning Wills that give beneficiaries (i.e. John and the kids) the option to receive their inheritance in individual                                  
testamentary trusts. Testamentary trusts are special trusts that are created on the death of the Willmaker by his or her estate 
planning Will for the benefit of the Willmaker’s nominated beneficiaries, who as individual trustees, control their own trust’s 
assets (i.e. their inheritance). This would have meant that on Sally’s death, John would have inherited Sally’s half of the family 
home in a testamentary trust created for him by Sally’s estate planning Will. Since property held in a testamentary trust is viewed 
as privileged by the Family Court, this strategy would have greatly protected at least one half of John’s inherited property from 
Ginger’s Family Court claim. 

Furthermore, should John fall into serious financial hardship and be unable to pay his debts, the Bankruptcy Tribunal would be 
unable to seize John’s inherited assets, as property held in a testamentary trust is also viewed as privileged by the Bankruptcy 
Tribunal. Unfortunately, as it stands under Sally’s simple Will, all property inherited by John (including half of the family home) is 
unnecessarily open to attack by the Family Court and the Bankruptcy Trustee.



WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

Each issue we will look at a different problem faced by newly widowed John Standard. This ‘serial’ case study will highlight the 
very real dangers of relying on simple Wills, and the important advantages and protections provided by ongoing professional 
financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

The Circumstances

John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly benefited 
from proper estate planning advice and documentation. 

WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

John Standard’s wife Sally was everything to John and their three kids. Her tragic death 
has thrown John’s life into a tailspin. If only he had been more proactive with their                     
estate and insurance arrangements, everything would have been so much easier on the 
kids, and on John. Drinking too much and involved with the much younger and ‘explosive’   
Ginger , John could use all the help he can get. However, as we will see in this issue, even 
if Sally and John had wisely listened to a financial adviser about ensuring their estate 
was properly funded, Sally’s simple Will is completely inadequate to capitalise on this              
additional financial support. 
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Assets circumstances 

• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• Sally inherited $50k of BHP shares from her aunt.
• John has a 20% share in a holiday shack, approx. value $60k. 
• John $105k super, Sally $60k super, nominating beneficiaries.
• John has $300k life cover via his super. Sally had none. 

Personal circumstances

• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Click here to view this online presentation about Wills. 
Or call RetireLaw and have an informal chat with one of our expert solicitors waiting to take your call. 
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Issue 3: Tax Minimisation

Let’s suppose for the moment that Sally did have significant life cover prior to her death with a 
payout of $750,000. While this money would be of obvious use to John and the kids following 
Sally’s death, it is unfortunate that Sally’s simple Will did not provide John with the opportunity 
to leverage this inherited money to create a tax effective income stream for his family like a 
detailed estate  planning Will would have.  

Had Sally’s Will provided John with the option to receive his inheritance in a testamentary trust, as trustee (or controller) of his 
own testamentary trust, John might have chosen to invest the trust assets (his inheritance). As John already has a good income 
from his public service job, he may not wish to increase his taxable income, instead choosing to allocate the income earned from 
his invested trust assets to his three children, as is allowed under the Tax Act. This income could be used to pay for the children’s 
private school fees and other expenses, and the tax rate paid by John’s children (who are treated as tax paying adults) would be 
negligible compared to John’s high tax rate. 

Also, as an asset held in a testamentary trust, Sally’s life insurance proceeds would be protected when John’s new relationship to 
Ginger ended badly, or when John suffered an unexpected financial disaster, as all assets held in a testamentary trust are given 
privileged status by the Family Court and Bankruptcy Tribunal. 

Unfortunately, since John and Sally did not seek professional financial advice, Sally’s estate remained underfunded with no life 
insurance payout for John and the kids to rely on, and because of Sally’s simple Will, John did not benefit from testamentary 
trust protection of his inherited assets or minimise the tax payable on the income earned from his inheritance.



WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

Each issue we will look at a different problem faced by newly widowed John Standard. This ‘serial’ case study will    
highlight the very real dangers of relying on simple Wills, and the important advantages and protections provided by 
ongoing professional financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

The Circumstances
John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly 
benefited from proper estate planning advice and documentation. 

WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

Sometimes dealing with the loss of a spouse can be too much to bear. For John Standard his 
excessive drinking cost him his life. As with his wife Sally, John lost his life behind the wheel 
of his car, and like Sally, John had not updated his simple Will for a modern estate planning 
Will - one that is specifically drafted to protect beneficiaries and maximize   inheritances.  
Leaving children under 18 years of age, John’s simple Will is totally inadequate to deal with 
this unthinkable, but all too possible scenario. For John and Sally’s children, their parents’ 
aversion to professional financial advice has produced a reality that will severely affect 
their future. 

  

Dying To Get Her Message Across – Part 4 Child Beneficiaries 
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Assets circumstances 
• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• Sally inherited $50k of BHP shares from her aunt.
• John $105k super, Sally $60k, nominating beneficiaries.
• John has $300k life cover via his super. Sally had none. 

Personal circumstances
• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Click here to view this online presentation about Wills. 
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At the time of John’s death, Toby is 20 and at university, Alex is 18 and just finished high school, while Alice is only 13. 

Issue 4a: Qualifying Age   

A major issue stemming from John’s simple Will is that it allows for beneficiaries to inherit at 18 years of age! This is hardly 
a suitable age for someone so young to have complete control of a large sum of money. Under a modern estate planning 
Will, parents are able to nominate a more suitable ‘qualifying age’ (i.e. 25yrs) that a beneficiary must attain to take full 
control of their inheritance. Setting a qualifying age is a simple and effective strategy to protect young beneficiaries from 
making immature choices with their inheritance i.e. blowing the money of a superfast sports car. 

For instance, under a modern estate planning Will, John’s eldest child Toby (20yrs) is over 18 years of age, but is under 
the qualifying age nominated by John. Toby would have access to his inheritance to cover his living, housing, medical and   
education expenses. However Toby would not have full personal control of his inheritance, which would be administered 
on his behalf (and for Toby’s benefit only) by John’s nominated executor up until Toby reaches the qualifying age set by 
John’s modern Will. Had John and Sally sought professional advice they would have been aware of this issue. 

Issue 4b: Special Needs Fund   

Due to the differences in the children’s ages, there is the distinct possibility that Alice could miss out on opportunities or 
funding already provided to Toby and Alex for extra-curricular activities such as overseas school trips, special education or 
sporting expenses, or if Alice has need for extra or special help because of ill health, physical or mental handicap or other 
‘special’ need. Unfortunately, under John’s simple inexpensive Will, no provisions are made to ensure that Alice is not     
disadvantaged in this way. 

Had John and Sally spoken to a professional adviser, they would have been advised about the importance of having a mod-
ern estate planning Will which provides for the establishment of a ‘special needs fund’ that can even up any inequality 
between orphaned children under the nominated qualifying age. Under a modern estate planning Will, wide powers would 
have been given to the executor(s) of John’s estate as to how the special need fund is applied, with the clause limiting ap-
plication of the fund to only benefit John’s children under the qualifying age. When all children reach the qualifying age, 
any remaining monies held in the fund are distributed equally between all surviving children. Another prudent safety net 
provided by a modern estate planning Will to protect child beneficiaries. Next issue: More issues facing child beneficiaries. 



WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

The Circumstances
John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly 
benefited from expert estate planning advice and documentation.

WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

For John and Sally’s children Toby, Alex and Alice, their parents’ aversion to professional financial advice has produced a   
result that will severely affect their future. With both loving parents choosing to rely on simple 2-3 page Wills, their early 
deaths has left an underfunded estate for their children to rely on, and what inheritances they have received are without 
protection from future crisis, unnecessary taxes and family disputes. 

Dying To Get Her Message Across – Part 5 Child Beneficiaries (continued)
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Assets circumstances prior to Sally’s death
• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• John $105k super, Sally $60k, with no BDBN*.
• John has $300k life cover via his super. Sally had none. 

Personal circumstances prior to Sally’s death
• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Click here to view this online presentation about Wills. 
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At the time of John’s death, Toby is 20 and Alex is 18, both working full-time, while Alice is only 13 and at school. 

Issue 5: Inheritance Equality
One of the many benefits of having ongoing professional advice is the exposure parents 
have to services like estate planning. These services form an integral part to any long term 
financial plan and bring to the attention of parents many important issues that they would 
otherwise be unaware of. For instance, many parents like John and Sally who are without 
proper financial advice may never live to understand that the simple 2-3 page Wills or Will 
kits they rely on do not protect their wishes for their children to inherit equally.  

As John has passed away while Alice is still a child, and considering she is four years younger 
than Alex and six years younger than Toby, she may be significantly disadvantaged when 
comparing the money already spent on Toby and Alex by their parents. For example, money 
already spent on private school fees, overseas trips, loans, first cars etc. 

Another example of a simple Will causing inheritance inequality is with superannuation. 

As Alice is the only ‘tax dependent’ under federal superannuation law, Alice would almost certainly receive John’s entire 
superannuation death benefit ($105,000) plus an equal share of the remaining estate. While Alice’s circumstances do 
make her a worthy and appropriate beneficiary of her father’s superannuation, it does highlight the common deficiency of 
simple Wills in protecting inheritance equality. Such inequities if left unchecked can cause enormous problems, and often 
lead to unnecessary and damaging family disputes that can cost the estate up to $100,000 per day in court. 

A modern estate planning Will would have provided the executor of John’s Will with detailed equalisation provisions and 
instructions to assist in ensuring that inheritance equality is protected as much as possible. Considering the potentially 
enormous personal and financial problems, the cost of relying on a simple Will is simply far too great. 

In our next issue we will examine the benefits of crisis provisions provided by modern estate planning Wills. 

Disputes between siblings 

over an inheritance will 

cost more than money. 

As with Part 4, in this issue we will further examine the issues facing children                 
inheriting from an inadequate Will. This ‘serial’ case study will highlight the very real 
dangers of relying on simple Wills, and the advantages and protections provided by 
ongoing professional financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

*BDBN = Binding Death Benefit Nomination



WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

The Circumstances
John and Sally Standard had very typical circumstances – the type of simple circumstances that would have certainly  
benefited from expert estate planning advice and documentation. 

WILLS  CASE  STUDY 

After the death of his wife Sally, the break-up with his volatile de facto partner Ginger, and his unfortunate business failure 
following the GFC, John’s life was spiraling out of control. Drinking too much, John lost his life leaving his three children as 
young adults without any family support. Due to their reluctance to ever seek professional financial and legal advice, both 
John and Sally lived with underfunded estates and simple Wills with disastrous results for their loved ones. 

Dying To Get Her Message Across – Part 6 Crisis Provisions  
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Assets circumstances prior to Sally’s death
• Family home held jointly, with $350k owing.
• Spent $100k on renovations, current value est. $800k.
• John $105k super, Sally $60k super
• John has $300k life cover via his super. Sally had none. 

Personal circumstances prior to Sally’s death
• John 47, public servant on $110k per year.
• Sally 44, part-time physio on $60k per year.
• Married 16 years - no previous marriages.  
• Kids - Toby 12, Alex 10  and Alice 6. 

Have you watched The Convenient Truth yet? Click here to view this online presentation about Wills. 
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At the time of John’s death, Toby is 25 and Alex is 23, both working full-time, while Alice is 18 and at university. 

Issue 6: Crisis Provisions 

Toby, John’s eldest child successfully went into business for himself after gaining qualifications as 
a landscape gardener, using his inheritance to kick start his new business. However the responsi-
bility and stress of being the new head of the family led Toby to start gambling. Soon his addiction 
had become unsustainable, and eventually his debts forced Toby to file for bankruptcy. 

Alex left school to study music with aspirations of being a rock star. The music lifestyle led Alex 
to experiment with drugs. He soon began to suffer mental health issues such as clinical depres-
sion and severe anxiety disorder as a result.  Alex ultimately withdrew from his friends and fam-
ily to shack up with a heavy pot smoking woman five years his senior who slowly drained Alex’s              
inheritance through her favourite skull faced porcelain bong. 

Alice, at the tender age of 18 and without her parents to support her, became obsessed about her looks and her weight.   
Alice became addicted to prescription drugs to keep herself thin, eventually becoming anorexic and mentally unstable. 
Alice spared no expense in her pursuit of physical perfection, blowing the last of her inheritance on breast implants.              

Unfortunately for his children, John’s simple Will said nothing about what should happen if in the future any of them should 
fall into trouble. Had John sought professional advice, he would have been advised that modern estate planning Wills     
provide detailed crisis provisions to protect beneficiaries in these life changing situations. 

Much like when a modern estate planning beneficiary goes through a divorce, John’s children could have been temporarily 
removed as trustee (controller) of their own testamentary trust, with access to their trust fund (their inheritance) limited 
to living, health, housing and education expenses, until such time that John’s executors believed that the beneficiary is 
mentally fit or legally ready to resume full control of their inheritance - thus protecting their inheritance until they are 
once again fit to make sound decisions about it. In Toby’s situation, the bankruptcy trustee cannot access assets held in a 
testamentary trust, saving his inheritance despite his bankruptcy. 

In this issue we look at the common problems that simple Wills fail to protect beneficia-
ries from, and how the ‘crisis provisions’ of an estate planning Will would have helped to         
negate these problems. This ‘serial’ case study highlights the advantages and protections           
provided by professional financial advice coupled with a modern estate planning Will.

Drug use, depression & 
gambling are a few 
crises  that can take 
hold in short time. 
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